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Question: 55
As a cloud-native developer, you have written a web service for your company. You have used Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure (OCI) API Gateway service to expose the HTTP backend. However, your security team has
suggested that your web service should handle Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attack. You are timeconstrained and you need to make sure that this is implemented as soon as possible.What should you do in this
scenario? (Choose the best answer.)
A. Use OCI virtual cloud network (VCN) segregation to control DDoS.
B. Use a third party service integration to implement a DDoS attack mitigation.
C. Use OCI API Gateway service and configure rate limiting.
D. Re-write your web service and implement rate limiting.
Answer: C

Question: 56
A leading insurance firm is hosting its customer portal in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) Container Engine for
Kubernetes with an OCI Autonomous Database.Their support team discovered a lot of SQL injection attempts and
cross-site scripting attacks to the portal, which is starting to affect the production environment.What should they
implement to mitigate this attack? (Choose the best answer.)
A. Network Security Lists
B. Network Security Groups
C. Network Security Firewall
D. Web Application Firewall
Answer: C

Question: 57
A programmer is developing a Node.js application which will run in a Linux server on their on-premises data
center. This application will access various OracleCloud Infrastructure (OCI) services using OCI SDKs.What is the
secure way to access OCI services with OCI Identity and Access Management (IAM)? (Choose the best answer.)
A. Create a new OCI IAM user associated with a dynamic group and a policy that grants the desired permissions to
OCI services. Add the on-premises Linux server in the dynamic group.
B. Create an OCI IAM policy with the appropriate permissions to access the required OCI services and assign the

policy to the on-premises Linux server.
C. Create a new OCI IAM user, add the user to a group associated with a policy that grants the desired permissions
to OCI services. In the on-premises Linux server, generate the keypair used for signing API requests and upload
the public key to the IAM user.
D. Create a new OCI IAM user, add the user to a group associated with a policy that grants the desired permissions
to OCI services. In the on-premises Linux server, add the user name and password to a file used by Node.js
authentication.
Answer: A

Question: 58
Which header is NOT required when signing GET requests to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure APIs? (Choose the best
answer.)
A. date or x-date
B. (request-target)
C. content-type
D. host
Answer: B

Question: 59
Which two are characteristics of microservices? (Choose two.)
A. Microservices are hard to test in isolation.
B. Microservices can be independently deployed.
C. All microservices share a data store.
D. Microservices can be implemented in limited number of programming languages.
E. Microservices communicate over lightweight APIs.
Answer: B, E
Explanation:
https://cloudacademy.com/blog/microservices-architecture-challenge-advantage-drawback/

Question: 60
You encounter an unexpected error when invoking the Oracle Function named "myfunction" in application
"myapp".Which can you use to get more information on the error? (Choose the best answer.)
A. fn """"debug invoke myapp myfunction
B. DEBUG=1 fn invoke myapp myfunction
C. fn """"verbose invoke myapp myfunction

D. Call Oracle support with your error message
Answer: B
Explanation:
https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/Functions/Tasks/functionstroubleshooting.htm
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